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 In her compelling, often humorous, and highly precious guide, the main
topic of retiement is explored as never before. Battaglia uses
interviews with a hundred aging women and men to build sections about
maintaining our independence, safeguarding our psychological, spiritual,
and physical health, making smart and informed monetary decisions.
Changing Lanes: Couples Redefining Retirement is sociable psychologist
Beverly A. Battaglia's gift to an ageing American people.Despite the
American retirement-age inhabitants growing exponentially, the subject
of couples finding your way through, and living in pension has been
inadequately explored. Dr. While ther are articles and books about
monetary planning and senior health care, there exist minimal guides to
maintaining productive relationships and dealing with change as we age.
And yes, even guiding us through the nerve-racking realities of extended
care and death. This publication is usually a boon for anyone seeking
suggestions, support, education, and innovative approaches to a
successful and satisfying retirement.
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A must read for all considering retirement or newly retired.The
traveling metaphor is wonderfully developed and applied here. Changing
Lanes: Lovers Redifining Retirement In planning for retirement most of
us have a plan and start out following a plan only to find that there
are main obstacles that impede all of us on the way. This publication
also brought out different things to think about that never occurred if
you ask me before I retired. It is well written with different real life
comments type retirees that give additional insight for common issues
and situations. Dr. It's the first retirement reserve I read that
actually talks about how it really is alright to try different avenues
of retirement whether it be your geographical area or function seasonal
or in your free time jobs. In addition, it encourages you to take
pleasure from a fresh hobby or sport or to pursue that curiosity you
never really had time for.That is a well written book that may answer
many of a retirees questions and it gives lots of encouragement to plan
and revel in your retirement. Some of the topics had been of no interest
or did not apply to me, therefore i simply skipped those chapters. We
all require a good map This book reminds me of Gail Sheey"s Passages
from the 1970's that guided me through a mid- life crisis. Kudoos to her
and her fantastic vignettes. I uprooted myself and jumped into a pond
500 miles from friends and family. B with her wit, wisdom and candor.
Specific examples bring the truth to our kitchen tables and bedrooms as
we all wrestle with the changes aging and retirement bring. Afraid to
speak out we remain closeted with our fears and failings but quickly
commence to feel relief as we browse . We are not alone and Dr. Bev
assists us garner the suport and resources required to complete this
passage. Right now after some years in retirement we find ourselves
needing another roadmap of sorts. They make it all so true! We loved the
queries at the end of each chapter- a genuine workbook for couples to
greatly help enrich this passage! I'm sending copies to all my life-long
close friends who face these same problems. Wow! Just what a gift she
has provided us! Leo F. If I had arrive upon it sooner I would have
gleaned much assistance that could have smoothed aside many tough edges
in this transition of pension and in my case moving out of the area in
which I had resided since relationship. And from the perspective of
"currently done that" there were still issues that keep recurring which
were discussed and I still loved reading about. I would encourage anyone
of retirement to learn this book. It really is an easy examine, well-
organized, and entertaining. Battaglia's publication is an invaluable
tool for living retirement with pleasure, ease, and, productivity.
Beverly's book helped me a lot. We am a retired therapist. Nobody
educates us even more realistically about those "Golden Years" than Dr.
We live in a retirement community in Georgetown, TX and everyone right
here can't wait to learn this timely reserve. It has opened home windows
of chance of me at every level but I must say, my discovery of the
little gem has been timely. My partner, herself a psychotherapist,



highly recommended this book if you ask me and although I've read the
reserve, I still reread elements of it as a means of reference in my
everyday life...and now, We also have a useful framework for organizing
future planning. Changing Lanes may be the first Retirement book I go
through that clearly answers plenty of my issues and addresses many of
my concerns as a fresh semi retiree. It resonates and underscores
important processes. Valuing Retirement We have known the writer for
more than ten years. i experienced the privelege of serving as her
Doctoral Mentor while she was going to The Fielding Graduate University.
I was impressed with the qualiy of her Dissertation Analysis and the
clarity of her expressions as she writes. I am equally impressed with
the thoroughness of her analysis on this valuable topic and the
practical counsel she gives. A genuine strength of the publication are
the voices of countless other people who were her research "subjects".
The usage of stories generally serve to bring out the taste of the
message. That is a reserve that anyone who's approaching pension or who,
like me, are deeply into retirment can benefit from."Sondra Thiederman
AN EXCELLENT Roadmap for Retirement When I retired 3 years ago, nearly
all my pre-retirement setting up involved just finances. As I browse the
book, it was like sitting in her living space and having a nice
conversation around a topic of immense importance. Those that eventually
get the publication will never be disappointed. Dr. Retirement Made Easy
Although I retired 10 years ago I came across this book very interesting
but still helpful even at this later on date. The book also goes so far
as to succinctly list the outward symptoms of life-threatening ailments
that warrant a contact to 911." Beverly Battaglia's book is among these
rare exceptions. Well thought-out and structured for quick access,
Changing Lanes movements from the bigger context of understanding and
coping with the change generally to detailed charts of the benefits and
drawbacks of making various choices. Johnson, Faculty Emeritus, Fielding
Graduate University Practical Strategies for Important Decisions "Books
that are at once full of practical information and a satisfaction to
read are all-too-uncommon in the current age of "self-help" and instant
"solutions.I highly recommend this book to people who are a year or two
out from retiring along with newly retired. Easy to Read Primer packs a
punch! She's also provided some very good resources for individuals who
desire to explore any subject in her book more thoroughly. I love the
way the book is split into relatively short easy to read chapters. The
writer has given me a wonderful lens to use to put it all in
perspective. The reserve is easy to learn and the exercises and
resources provided make the reserve a valued document. I've with all
this book as a gift to close friends of mine pondering pension as well.
A Decent Read Among the better nonfinancial retirement books I've go
through. Has the right practical advice. But when i retired I noticed
that there was so much more that certain needs to address on the way. It
s an excellent book for couples thinking about retirement Its an



excellent book for couples planning on retirement. Changing Lanes
presents many different scenarios for common situations that newly
retired individuals and couples face. The publication is very an easy
task to true and there are several examples and life tales to make the
publication interesting. This publication is extremely helpful not only
for the planning stage but later when circumstances force us to create
changes.
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